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Ativated aluminum powders for spae propulsionFilippo Maggia,1,∗, Stefano Dossia,1, Christian Paravana,1, Luigi T.DeLuaa,1, Mattias Liljedahlb,2aPolitenio di Milano, 34, via La Masa, 20156 Milan, ItalybSwedish Defene Researh Ageny, FOI, SE-14725 Tumba, SwedenAbstratAluminum powders are ommonly used in solid propellants to enhane theperformane of spae propulsion systems. During ombustion, a fration ofthe fuel metal partiles, whih emerge from the bulk, tends to merge intoaggregates. These strutures eventually leave the ombustion surfae in theshape of partially molten agglomerates whih an reah the size of hundreds ofmirons. These ondensed ombustion produts partake in nozzle expansionand hinder the delivered spei� impulse of the roket unit. The enhanementof original partile reativity improves ombustion quality and may reduesensibly agglomerate size and relevant losses.More reative aluminum fuel an be obtained by ativation of miron-sized powders, without resorting to the use of nano-metals. One of themethods onsists of a hemial treatment with a proessing solution whihalters the standard oxide layer at the surfae of the partiles. Suh modi�-ations grant lower ignition temperature and faster propellant burning rates
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but deplete a fration of the ative metal ontent, as a result of the hemialreation.The present paper ompares the features of three bathes of aluminumpartiles whih were treated with �uorine-based ativating solutions of dif-ferent onentration. The bathes were supplied in the frame of HISP FP7European Projet. The haraterization foused on physial, hemial andthermal properties, looking at the reativity of the samples and at the alter-ations introdued by the hemial proessing. Finally, ativated aluminumbathes were tested in lab-sale propellants, monitoring the variation of bal-listi properties with respet to a referene formulation.Keywords: aluminum partiles, hemial ativation, reativity, solidpropellant, metal fuelNomenlatureAronymsBET Brunauer-Emmett-TellerDTA Di�erential thermal analysisESD Eletro Stati DishargeFCC fae-entered ubiSEM Sanning eletron mirosopyTGA Thermal gravimetri analysisTMD Theoretial mean densityXPS X-ray photoeletron spe-trosopy

XRD X-ray di�rationGreek symbols
α Degree of transformation
∆x Variation of x
ρ Density, g/cm3Roman symbols
CAl Ative metal fration
D4,3 Mass-mean diameter
m Mass, kg
rb Burning rate, mm/s2



p Pressure, barSubsripts and supersriptsin Initial ondition
p PropellantzK Ref. to the temperature of zKelvin1. IntrodutionGravimetri and volumetri spei� impulse of solid roket motors an beenhaned by using energeti additives [1�3℄. Among the others, Aluminumhas been adopted in solid spae propulsion for deades, in the shape of miro-metri metal powders, thanks to its appealing energeti ontent (30 kJ/g),stability in time, non-toxiity, and relatively low ost. Typial partile sizesrange from 5 to 50 mirons [4, 5℄.A fration of the metal embedded in a propellant tends to aggregate andagglomerate during ombustion. Drops of molten aluminum with an oxideap leave the burning surfae [6, 7℄. These ondensed ombustion produtsgenerate a multiphase �ow whih expands through the nozzle. Performanelosses are the order of 2-5% of the ideal spei� impulse, depending on sizeand amount of the partiulate [8, 9℄. In this respet, the improvement ofmetal fuel ignition and ombustion is envisaged in order to obtain �ner ag-glomerates, or no agglomeration at all [3, 10℄.Aluminum partiles are overed by a natural oxide layer, as soon as theyget in ontat with oxygen-ontaining environments. This passivation shellrepresents a strong shield against further degradation by the atmospherioxygen. At the same time, it represents an obstale to reativity. Underburning onditions, ignition ours when the passivating alumina shell fails,enabling fast oxidation of the metal ore. The melting temperature of theoxide layer (about 2300 K) is neessary to trigger the ombustion, when par-3



tile size is in the order of tens of mirometers. Nevertheless, values as lowas 1300 K were reorded in presene of some kinds of ative media (namely,ombustion produts inside roket ore �ow) [11℄. Ignition temperature is be-low 900-1000 K, for nanometri powders. Partiles take advantage of samplespei� surfae and ative oating layers, if any [12℄.Literature data agree on the fat that the use of nanometri partilesin propellants improves ignition and ombustion properties, preventing fromlarge agglomerates [13�15℄. However, the redution of partile size introduessome drawbaks. The relative amount of aluminum oxide with respet to thetotal partile mass an beome relevant in the nanometri range, sine thethikness of the oxide layer (about 2.5-3 nm) does not sale with partilesize [16℄. The onsequent redution of the ative metal ontent depresses theavailable oxidation enthalpy and, in turn, propulsion performane (namely,ideal spei� impulse). Moreover, mixing and asting of a propellant on-taining nanometri ingredients may represent a tehnologial issue due tohigh visosity, redued pot life, ESD (Eletro Stati Disharge) and impathazards as well as ost of the manufatured ompound [17℄.Spei� ativation proesses an be performed on metal partiles to im-prove ignition and ombustion properties, without dereasing the diameterto the sub-mirometri range. Mehanial ball milling, oating with properlyhosen metals, or hemial weakening of the external oxide layer representsome examples. Mehanial milling operates a modi�ation of partile mor-phology by high-energy impat with proessing spheres. Synthesis of amor-phous powders, struture hange, prodution of metal-eramis, or inlusionsof reatants (metal oxides or �uorides) an be ahieved [18�21℄. Coating ofpartiles through deposition of metals an improve ignition and ombustionproperties, suh as for magnesium-oated boron [22�24℄. The weakening of4



the oxide shell an be pursued through hemial treatment. A omplex �uo-ride ats as solvent for alumina, lowering the melting point of the protetivealuminum oxide layer as well as aelerating the di�usion of gaseous oxidizertowards the metal ore [25, 26℄.The present paper fouses on the e�ets produed by a hemial ativationproess. Aluminum powder treated with three di�erent ativating solutionsof varying onentrations are onsidered. Physial, hemial, and thermalharaterizations, typially applied to nanometri powders, are performedto evaluate reativity and �nal quality of the material [13, 27℄. Comparisonwith original non-treated miron-sized Al as well as with some representativeliterature data for nanoaluminum and miroaluminum is arried out. Com-bustion analysis of solid propellant samples ontaining ativated powders arepresented.2. ExperimentalThree bathes of ativated aluminum powders (A-Al01, A-Al02 and A-Al03) have been produed, following a proedure similar to the one desribedby Hahma [25, 28℄. The initial aluminum was Valimet H3 powder (bath 07-8002). The produer rated 99.0% of minimum metal ontent and partilesize of 4.5 µm [29℄. The ativation proess was aomplished by a �uorine-based solution, whose onentration was varied to modify the strength of thetreatment. The bath A-Al01 was assumed as referene for the proessedfamily. The onentration of the solution was the half for A-Al02 and 1.5times for A-Al03. Powder proessing was onduted at FOI (Swedish DefeneResearh Ageny), as part of the HISP (High Performane Solid Propellantsfor In-Spae Propulsion) FP7 projet.The haraterization tests of the powders omprised laser granulometry,5



SEM, XRD, XPS, evaluation of the ative metal ontent, and TGA/DTAsans. Di�erent omposite solid roket propellants were ompounded andtheir ballisti properties were experimentally tested. Moreover, the ontra-tion of ideal performane, following the depletion of metalli aluminum dur-ing ativation, was monitored by means of thermohemial analysis [30℄.2.1. Physial haraterizationSEM mirographs, reported in Figure 1, show a omparison betweenValimet H3 and all ativated bathes. Partiles appear mainly spherial.The external surfae is smooth for the original powders and rough for theproessed ones. The ativated partiles also feature some irregular deposits,not present in the original material, whose size seems to follow the onentra-tion of the ativating solution. Namely, the spots overing the A-Al03 surfaereah the size of about 100 nm, whereas smaller dimensions are observed inthe other ases. A preise estimation is di�ult to supply.[Figure 1 about here.℄Partile size was measured by means of a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 usingair dispersion with Siroo dry unit. Mass-mean diameter D4,3, span of thedistribution, and evaluation for the spei� surfae, derived from geometrionsiderations, are reported in Table 1. Valimet H3 and ativated powdersdo not demonstrate appreiable di�erenes. All partiles have a omparablemass-weighted diameter ranging between 5.1 and 5.5 µm and similar distri-bution shape and relevant span. For all ativated powders, mean partilediameter grows few hundreds of nanometers. Representative distributionplots are reported in Figure 2 for A-Al01 and H3. Redution of the partiles6



Table 1: Parameters for physial partile haraterization. Literature data of ALEXTM and ASD-4 are reported for referene. Spei�surfae areas derive from both BET method and partile size analysis.Id. H3 (baseline) A-Al01 A-Al02 A-Al03 ALEXTM a ASD-4 bAtivating solution relative onentration 0 1.0 0.5 1.5 - -
D4,3, µm 5.1 5.5 5.4 5.5 0.1 9.0Span 1.78 1.66 1.68 1.64 - -Spei� surfae area, m2/g (BET) 1.2 2.6 2.2 3.3 11.8 0.38Spei� surfae area, m2/g (partile size) 2.5 2.1 2.1 2.0 - -aRef.[31℄bRef.[32℄
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�ner than 1 µm diameter, presumably lost during the hemial proess, isobserved. [Figure 2 about here.℄A more representative evaluation of the powder spei� surfae is a-omplished using the BET tehnique [33℄. The estimation is based on thequantity of adsorbed inert gas on the surfae of a sample. The result dependson both geometri aspet of the partiles and on the peuliarities of the sur-fae (namely, roughness) [35℄. Aording to Barret, partile haraterizationis aomplished when size, shape and �nish are addressed [36℄. Bouwman ando-authors stress on the fat that surfae roughness and shape are di�ult tode�ne sine their distintion derives, in general, from onsiderations on har-ateristi dimensions whih, in turn, depend on the observation sale [37℄.In this respet, the spei� surfae measurement using the BET tehniqueis a ondensed and omprehensive value, whih inludes all ontributions.This kind of analysis has been adopted in the past to haraterize �ne andultra-�ne metal powders, also for energeti purposes. The measurement wasonsidered a reliable index of reativity [10, 34℄.The resulting trend among the tested bathes is orrelated with the on-entration of the ativating solution. The spei� surfae from BET analy-sis is inremented by the ativation proess. The referene A-Al01 doublesthe spei� surfae, if ompared to the original H3 supply. A-Al02 featuresthe lowest BET improvement while A-Al03 has the highest value, respe-tively less-than-double and almost three times the value of H3 bath. Lasergranulometry assessed that the mean diameter of the partiles was almostunhanged by the hemial proessing so the variation of spei� surfae isattributed to porosity inrement. These results are in agreement with SEMobservations. 8



2.2. Chemial haraterizationThe quanti�ation of the metalli aluminum in the powder, after thehemial proessing, is performed by hydrolysis. The moles of H2 developedby samples, one in ontat with water, are monitored in time till stabiliza-tion is obtained. A solution of NaOH (10% onentration by mass) is usedto dissolve the external oxide shell and failitate the proess. Following astandard volumetri method [38℄, the assumed stoihiometri reation is
Al + 3H2O → Al(OH)3 + (3/2)H2 ↑ +heat (1)The moles of reated metal from the evolved hydrogen an be determined.This hemial ativation proess has the unwelome e�et to deplete partof the aluminum from the powder. The metal ontent of the initial powderbath was quanti�ed in more than 98%. Tests on ativated samples showeda onsistent ontration of the Al ontent. The derement was only in partdependent on the onentration of the ativating solution. For the powderwhih underwent the strongest ativation (A-Al03), only 90% of partile masswas estimated to be ative aluminum. For A-Al01 and A-Al02, the frationwas around 93%.X-ray analyses were also performed on the samples. For all the powders,XRD identi�ed the presene of aluminum only, in fae-entered ubi (FCC)rystalline form, regardless of the ativation. The di�ration pattern for theA-Al01 sample is reported in Figure 3. The result indiates that the super�-ial hemial treatment did not generate detetable quantities of rystallineompounds. The samples were further analyzed with XPS, for identi�ationof surfae elemental omposition. Di�erent atomi speies were introduedby the ativation proess, suh as �uorine, present with a 13.0% atomionentration, boron 3.0%, manganese 2.1% and potassium 1.5%. Among9



the identi�ed atomi speies there was also arbon 5.4%, oxidized aluminum17.0% and oxygen 58.0%. [Figure 3 about here.℄2.3. Thermogravimetri analysisThe e�ets of enhaned partile reativity on intensive oxidation onsetand other related parameters were analyzed by means of TGA/DTA in airat ambient pressure. Sans were performed on 10 mg samples with 10 K/minheating rate, up to 1273 K (1000◦C). As representatives, the sans of A-Al01and of H3 baseline are reported in Figure 4, using the same sales on theaxes for immediate omparison. Overall results are reported in Table 2. TheDTA trae of A-Al01 shows an oxidation peak, overlapped to the meltingof the aluminum ore, in proximity of 933 K. The reation is forerun by aninitial exothermi release. From the analysis of peak positions for di�erentativated materials, it appears that stronger ativation does not antiipatethe oxidation onset towards lower temperatures. The baseline H3 powderdid not show proofs of fast oxidation in the same range of temperature. Thisbehavior is in line with past experimental �ndings, available in the openliterature. The ignition of standard mirometri powders is size-dependentand, for the range of interest, fast oxidation is expeted to our above 1273K (1000◦C). [39℄.The degree of transformation α an be quanti�ed via TGA data. Thevalue of α represents the fration of the atual aluminum ontent in the ini-tial sample massmin whih turned into its oxide. The measure is based on thereorded mass inrement ∆mTGA and on the initial ative metal fration CAlof the respetive bath, quanti�ed with the volumetri method desribed be-fore. The value of α is omputed using equation 2, whih derives from simple10



onsiderations about respetive molar masses. Exlusive and stoihiometrionversion of Al into Al2O3 is assumed.
α (Al → Al2O3) =

∆mTGA
0.889

1

minCAl (2)In onsideration of TGA results, the degree of transformation was evaluatedat three referene temperatures and, namely, α933K at 933 K for aluminummelting, α973K at 973 K one the Al melting peak is over, and α1273K at the�nal sanning temperature 1273 K. A orrelation between ativation strengthand degree of metal oxidation was missing even though a general inrementof the oxidized fration was observed at the end of the test for ativatedpowders.When DTA/TGA traes for A-Al01 and H3 are ompared (see Figure4), a di�erent rate of weight inrement and, as onsequene, of oxidationan be observed. The H3 sample progressively inreased its mass duringthe whole TGA san. Rather, A-Al01 showed an abrupt inrement duringthe exothermi peak, indiating a fast oxidation reation. However, most ofthe metal-oxide onversion ourred while the aluminum ore was already inliquid state, meaning that metal onsumption at partile ignition was ratherlimited. [Figure 4 about here.℄2.4. Appliation in propellantsThe in�uene of powder ativation on solid propellant properties wasassessed. Four aluminized formulations based on AP oxidizer and HTPBbinder were produed, using di�erent bathes of metal fuel. The same nomi-nal omposition, reported in Table 3, was adopted for the omparison. Three11



Table 2: Parameters for hemial and thermal partile haraterization. ALEXTM and ASD-4 properties, available from the literature,are reported for omparison.Id. H3 (baseline) A-Al01 A-Al02 A-Al03 ALEXTM a ASD-4 bAtive metal, % 98.3 ± 0.7 93.9 ± 0.9 93.7 ± 0.5 90.5 ± 0.5 89 98.5DTA oxidation peak, K N.A. 934 K 943 K 939 K 876 1093 (onset)
∆mTGA at 1273 K, % +39 +41 +52 +54 + 66 -
α933K , % 8 4 6 5 - 2.5
α973K , % 15 25 17 12 - -
α1273K , % 44 49 62 67 82 41aRef.[31℄bRef.[32℄Out of the experimental range 298�1273 K
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propellants were manufatured by using one of the ativated aluminum pow-ders while the baseline formulation ontained the raw H3 non-ativated metalfuel. The haraterization ativity onsisted of the measurement of bulk den-sity, porosity, and relevant ballisti data redution.[Table 1 about here.℄Propellant density ρp was assessed by means of buoyany tehnique. Its dif-ferene ∆ρp from the orresponding ideal value (mainly due to porosity) wasevaluated using the formula ∆ρp = (ρp − ρid) /ρTMD. Propellant ombus-tion tests were arried out in a losed ombustion hamber, equipped withautomati pressure ontrol system, in a range between 5 to 40 bar. Burn-ing rate was assessed through optial tehnique using the SPLab proprietarysoftware Hydra. The ensemble of results is reported in Table 4 while graphiomparison of burning rate urves is available in Figure 5.[Figure 5 about here.℄[Table 2 about here.℄The use of ativated metal fuels improved ballisti properties without in-troduing peuliar issues for propellant ompounding and uring. Low levelporosity was deteted. The presene of the ativation layer did not interatwith uring proesses or generated internal bubbling, at the mixing tem-perature of 36◦C. These observations are in line with binder-fuel visosityanalyses reently published by the same researh group [41℄. For ombustiontests, an inrease of burning rate in the order of about +20%, with respet tothe original non-ativated powders, was observed. The inrement was irre-spetive of the type of ativation. Only minor di�erenes were found amongthe tested lots. The rb pressure dependene inreased from non-ativated to13



ativated metal fuels, but almost negligible di�erenes were found. Ballistidata and relevant �ttings are reported in Figure 5. The urves for P-A-Al01,P-A-Al02, and P-A-Al03 are overlapped, suggesting that the di�erent on-entration levels of the ativating solution, tested in this framework, did notmodify the ombustion behavior of the propellants.3. DisussionThe improvement of partile reativity after the hemial ativation pro-ess is registered by both the inrement of the spei� surfae area (visiblefrom BET analysis) and by the redution of partile ignition temperaturebelow 1273 K (observed in TGA/DTA traes). The improvement of the for-mer reativity parameter is aused by the generation of super�ial roughnessand is partially responsible of earlier partile ignition. However, the latterbene�ts also from oxide layer weakening. It is not possible to weight thedi�erent ontributions, so far. In this respet, BET analysis reords par-tially the signi�ant role of the ativating solution and the knowledge of theignition temperature supplements the haraterization.The ativation proess aused only a surfae modi�ation of the raw ma-terial. XRD di�ration patterns did not reveal any in-depth modi�ation ofthe rystalline struture, being the ore still aluminum. XPS data identi�edseveral atomi speies, laid by the hemial proessing on a thin super�iallayer.It was veri�ed that the amount of the ative metal ontent was reduedeven down to 90%. This latter aspet beomes ruial from a propulsionpoint of view. The enhanement of powder reativity is performed with thepurpose to redue metal agglomeration during ombustion and alleviate afration of the respetive losses. However, suh e�ort may not be worthwhile14



if the performane gap due to ative metal depletion approahes or even sur-mounts the potential gain for a better ombustion and more e�ient nozzleexpansion. A quanti�ation of suh e�et is reported in Figure 6. The idealspei� impulse for the referene propellant formulation, reported in Table3, is omputed through thermohemistry [40℄. Expeted ontration is about1-2%, depending on ativation strength and depleted metal. The redutionof two-phase �ow losses annot be assessed in this ontext , nevertheless theperformane detriment is quanti�ed in the open literature as 3-5%. Thatis, the improvement delivered by hemial ativation of aluminum may beomparable to the negative e�et aused by the ontration of the aluminumontent. Careful evaluation of formulation ingredients is envisaged.[Figure 6 about here.℄The TGA/DTA sans with low heating rate in oxidizing atmosphere (airin the present ase) indiate the improvement of reativity for ativated alu-minum partiles at high temperature. Exothermi peaks are obtained aboutthe melting point of aluminum. At the same time sample weight inrement ispromptly reorded. Suh events are not visible for unproessed H3 powder,in agreement with the literature. Available data suggest that fast oxidationrate should be ahieved beyond 1273 K (experimental limit of this paper), forunproessed powders having similar size and shape. In general, aluminumpartile ignition, under ombustion onditions, is triggered by the disruptionof the oxide layer. This event ours after the melting of the oxide shell(around 2300 K) for the mirometri range, or is aused by the expansionof the partile bulk for the nanometri size [39℄. In this ase, the exother-mi peak and the onsequent fast oxidation rate from DTA/TGA sans areoverlapped with the melting of the aluminum. It is possible that the oxideshell, modi�ed by the ativation proess, raked at the melting of the bulk15



and let the oxidation start. Metal onsumption was limited by the size ofthe powder whih did not grant enough spei� surfae area.Ativated aluminum powders result in intermediate properties, globallyranking their reativity above omparable miron-sized aluminum, thoughstill far from nano-sized partiles. Tables 1 and 2 report some relevant lit-erature data, along with results from the present paper. ALEXTM refersto a nominally 100 nm aluminum produed by eletrial explosion of wire(EEW). ASD-4 is a mirometri Russian produt, omparable to H3 [31, 32℄.Both powders are naturally passivated by air and are ommerially available.Ativated aluminum still have lower initial oxide ontent than the referenenanoaluminum but loses 5-8% of metal with respet to the initial ingredient.Resulting ideal spei� impulse data are reported in Figure 6. The tempera-tures of the �rst oxidation peak for the A-Al family, deteted by DTA/TGA,are signi�antly lower with respet to the behavior of mirometri ASD-4sample and approah the features of the nanometri ALEXTM powder. Thedegree of metal-oxide onversion at the end of the TGA san inrements forsamples treated with stronger powder ativation and is in the range 50-70%.Similarly, spei� surfae area (BET analysis) is inremented with respetto ASD-4 and H3, but the value is still 5 to 10 times lower than ALEXTM.The burning rate analysis on�rms a general +20%, after metal fuel proess-ing. The reader should note that the bene�t is �ve times less than the oneobtained by using an ALEXTM nano-sized aluminum [10℄.Finally, experimental �ndings suggest that only minor di�erenes existamong the ativated powders from the reativity viewpoint. The BET anal-ysis identi�ed about ±0.5m2/g variation of spei� surfae area among thelots, whih is rather limited for sensible reperussions. Similar assessmentswere highlighted by high-temperature tests. DTA/TGA powder oxidation16



peaks are almost overlapped and the ballisti properties of P-A-Al propel-lants are very similar. The result is more meaningful if we onsider thatheating rates di�er from eah other in magnitude (10 K/min for DTA/TGA,and above 1000 K/s for propellant ombustion).4. ConlusionsChemial ativation of metal partiles is a tehnique that fosters rea-tivity. The proess is able to enhane ignition apability and inrement thespei� surfae area through a solution of varying onentration. Both mor-phology and hemial omposition of the external surfae are modi�ed bythe hemial treatment, resulting in inreased roughness and enrihed with�uorine-based ompounds. The metalli ore is unaltered, but a onsistentaluminum depletion redues the ative metal ontent of about 5-7%, fortested ases.For the tested lots, the ativation aomplished a general inrement ofpartile reativity. The spei� surfae area was more than doubled andDTA/TGA oxidation peak was antiipated at the melting of the aluminumore. However, the degree of metal-oxide onversion at ignition was slow.Most of the oxidation ourred at higher temperatures. Also the ballistiharaterization on�rmed the inremented reativity. Uniform improvementof the burning rate was observed for all lots, showing negligible di�erenesamong tested ativation strengths.In general, powder properties obtained after hemial treatment are simi-lar to the reativity parameters of �ner uts, but are still far from the behaviorof nano-sized ingredients. Inrement in burning rate an be obtained whenthese advaned fuels are used in energeti materials. Also redution of metalfuel agglomeration is envisaged but has to be proven with spei� investiga-17
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(a) Valimet H3 (b) A-Al01

() A-Al02 (d) A-Al03Figure 1: SEM of virgin and ativated aluminum powders. Magni�ation: 15,000x.
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Figure 2: Granulometri distribution obtained by laser sattering of samples H3 and A-Al01.
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Figure 3: XRD spetrum of A-Al01 powder. Aluminum only is deteted.
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(a) A-Al01

(b) Valimet H3Figure 4: TGA/DTA analysis in air of H3 and A-Al01 powders. Sample weight 10 mg,temperature ramp 10 K/min.
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Figure 6: Ideal spei� impulse for the formulation reported in Table 3. Computationsare performed under the assumptions of 70 bar ombustion pressure, expansion ratio of40, disharge in vauum [30℄.
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Table 3: Nominal propellant omposition for ballisti analysis (ρTMD = 1.761g/cm3).Mixing was performed at 36◦C; a tin-based uring atalyst was used.Ingredient Mass fration NotesAmmonium Perhlorate 58% Coarse: 200 µm nominalAmmonium Perhlorate 10% Fine: 10 µm nominalMetal fuel 18% Aluminum: standard or ativatedBinder 14% HTPB-based
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Table 4: Details of propellant haraterization. Unertainty was omputed using a 95%on�dene level.Propellant Powder ρp, g/m3 ∆ρp Vieille's lawP-A-Al01 A-Al01 1.749 -0.7% rb = (1.28± 0.02) p(0.51±0.01)P-A-Al02 A-Al02 1.727 -1.9% rb = (1.35± 0.04) p(0.49±0.01)P-A-Al03 A-Al03 1.734 -1.6% rb = (1.40± 0.03) p(0.48±0.01)P-Valimet Valimet H3 1.749 -0.7% rb = (1.27± 0.03) p(0.47±0.01)
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